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PROCESS RUNNER
Powerful SAP Logistics integration that
works out of the box
Solution Overview
Innowera’s Process Runner dramatically reduces on-going costs
and optimizes efficiencies by automating day-to-day data
maintenance and migration operations between your SAP
and Microsoft Excel systems.

Audience
Supply Chain Director, Corporate/Logistics Divisional, Data and
Process owners, SAP business analysts, SAP data conversion teams,
SAP deployment teams.

Solution Benefits
Supports mass data creation,
changes, updates, verification, etc
Point and click interface programming or scripting required

“Smart Solutions for Your SAP - Logistics Automation Needs”
Process Runner offers broad coverage for SAP Logistics master
and transactional data creation, maintenance, analysis and monitoring.
Process Runner enables automation for SAP Transaction, BAPI,
GUI Scripting and Data Extraction tasks from one seamless application.

Works out of the box

Broad Coverage - Use Transaction or BAPIs:
Process Runner allows you to select or choose from
hundreds of SAP transaction codes such as CS01 and many
others. You may also choose to use Business APIs that SAP
already delivered in your system.

Support all type of Logistics transactions:
1. Create BOM Material (CS01)
2. Create and Change Billing Document (VF01, VF02)
3. Execute Exception Analysis - Inventory
Controlling (MCYG)
4. Material Documents (MB51)
and thousands of other transactions, BAPIs, tables including customized one.

Download Logistics data:
You can extract Logistics tables and views using
Process Runner Data Extractor technology. You can even
download Long Text and entire business objects using
BAPI and other technology offered in Process Runner.
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Upload and download data,
information and events

Logistics Master Data Record Management:
With increasing competition, agility and pressures to
maintain the bottom line growth Process Runner is a
perfect tool for updating your Logistics master
data with automation. Using Process Runner frees up
those vital resources that could be used more
attractively.
SOX Compliant:
Process Runner implementation will be as SOX
compliant as your SAP implementation is – we
respect SAP governance.
Ready to Run Templates:
Process Runner has ready to use templates that will
get you started in no time. We have hundreds of
templates and we are frequently adding more to
our Cloud sample store. Templates allow you start
using popular Logistics transactions such as VL01 etc.
immediately. You will also have access to ready to use templates
for some of the popular Logistics Business APIs. These
templates come with sample data stored in Excel format with all
required recording and mapping already done. Download free trial
now and immediately feel the power of simplification.
Zero ABAP - Works out of the Box:
Here is the best part. Process Runner works out of the
box nothing needs to be installed on your SAP side.
No more waiting for IT to implement ABAP or create a
custom program.

How it Works
Process Runner is a core enable, driving bottom-line results throughout the data management process
across your SAP systems and Excel:

Solution Highlights
Click and Run - No Programming Required:
Process Runner supports SAP data management by
recording, mapping and executing across Transactions,
BAPIs, RFMs, and GUI Scripting. Process Runner supports
all SAP releases from 4.6c and supports standard as well as
custom transactions, BAPIs and RFMs.
Smart and Broad Mapping Types:
Process Runner provides an intuitive use-experience and
supports multiple mapping types for custom and standard
Transactions, RFMs, BAPIs and GUI scripted processes
across the entire SAP landscape.
On-Demand Scheduling:
Advanced frameworks that enable automation and
scheduling of script execution for flexibility and control.
Embedded Excel Books:
Excel books embedded in Process Runner provide
powerful and robust functionality without having to
leave Process Runner for ease-of-use.
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Efficiency. Coverage. Ease-of-Use:

PROCESS RUNNER

Share and Collaborate:
Integrated central file/ template repository. Enables users to
share, manage and control Process Runner files to enhance
team productivity.
Parallel Processing:
Enables parallel script execution across multiple transactions,
BAPIs, RFMs or GUI Scripted processes for high efficiency and
productivity.
Data Checks & Validation:
Perform data existence and validation checks to enable
accuracy while uploading data to SAP systems.
Multi-lingual Support:
Process Runner supports European languages such as French,
German and Spanish. In addition, Process Runner is Unicode
compliant and supports Japanese, Chinese and other kanji
languages.
Highly Secure & Scalable:
Leverages and preserves in-built SAP systems security to
provide application integrity. Process Runner is built on a
secure framework and is scalable for large enterprises.

To learn more about Innowera Products and Solutions, contact
1-877-SAP-4-ALL | info@innowera.com or visit www.innowera.com

SAP and ABAP are trademarks of SAP AG. Microsoft Office and Microsoft Excel
are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. All other product and service names
mentioned are trademarks or service marks of their respective owners.
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